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Again, there is (not unnaturally) a tendency throughout to attribute to Egyptian
theology a coherence and logical definiteness which one may doubt whether it possessed.
Thus on p. 43 f. it is argued that since in ancient Egypt the sacrificial offerings were not
burnt, but, after being offered, were removed and consumed by the priests, ' kann nicht
der Wunsch obgewaltet haben, dem Gotte Speisen zum Essen darzubringen' ; the god
received the 'fluid' which was in the offerings back into himself ' durch Saugen.'
The logic is sound, and some such idea as Preisigke indicates may actually have been
at work, but the argument is not so conclusive as it looks. The primitive mind (and in
dealing with Egyptian religion we are constantly confronted by very primitive conceptions)
is logical in its way, but its logic is not our logic and does not exclude the simultaneous
holding of inconsistent conceptions. A child, for example, will set its food before a doll
and then eat it itself ; one half of its mind knows that the quantity of food is un-
diminished, but the other half is sufficiently under the spell of its symbolism to feel
genuinely distressed if the food is withheld from the doll.
It is another result of his too logical treatment of the subject that Preisigke is apt to
lay excessive weight on a single motive, that of the 'fluid.' He suggests for example
(p. 38) that Akhenaton's main motive in transferring his capital from Thebes to Tell-el-
Amarna may have been his anxiety to get away from a place where the power of
the Ammon ' fluid' was specially strong ; but surely the concrete power of the Amtnon
priesthood, long established at Thebes and supported by local sentiment, was a quite
adequate reason for the removal. I t may be pointed out by the way that the statement
on p. 9 that the representation of the sun with the rays terminating in hands cannot be
proved before Akhenaton's reign is perhaps open to doubt ; is there not an instance in
the palace of Amenophis III ?
If, however, one cannot but feel doubts as to the correctness of some of Preisigke's
views, it must be admitted that his book is a very interesting and suggestive one ;
and it may be that more competent Egyptian scholars than the present reviewer will
be more disposed to accept the theory which it expounds.
Le Texte d'Aristophane et ses Commentateurs. By PIEBRE BOUDREAUX.
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Pierre Boudreaux fell on December 13th, 1914, aged 32, leaving the manuscript of this
book, which has been prepared for press by M. Georges Meauty of the University of
Neuchafel. An introduction is contributed by M. Haussoullier.
The book contains an account of the critical work done upon Aristophanes from
Alexandrian and prae-Alexandrian times down to the Antoninian grammarians and the
period of the first collection of scholia. The subject—interesting but little remunerative,
seeing that there are next to no new facts, and papyri are unusually s.terile—is treated
with diligence and ability, and the literature, for the most part of little value, is taken
ample and almost too ample account of. The book betrays here and there its incomplete
state, but the author succeeds in investing the various grammarians with more individual-
ity than had hitherto been done. He relieves us once and for all of the need of con-
sulting the grimy minor philological literature of the nineteenth century. The author's
tone is independent, and he deservedly chastises Rutherford's eccentricities and the
presumptuousness of Wilamowitz. It is the more to be regretted that he was not
allowed time to produce an original and exhaustive history of the department, based on
a new interpretation of the originals ; the errors of past philology are evident on every
page and could not have escaped the author's mature reflection. I will mention one : the
curious scholion Birds 1508 is usually printed iv rols 'ArmXeiots dpov o-Kiahiov KCU iv T£
nakaia raj efiai, from which it is inferred that an Attalean or Pergamene edition existed at
a late period, a conception at variance with all we know of ancient publishing. The MS.
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reads, as the author notes, iv TOIS arriKiav. The Atilii will have been publishers (like
Atticus with his 'Am/aavd), in the late pagan period to which we would naturally assign
the scholion.
This is not to decry the merit of a man to whom we owe more than books.
T. W. A.
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Fate has dealt so cruelly with the literature of ancient Persia that high importance still
attaches to the many notices of Iranian religion preserved in Greek and Roman sources.
Professor Clemen, who has published the original texts in his Fontes historiae religionis
Persicae, in his new work examines in detail their value for our knowledge of the origin
and growth of the religion revealed to us in the Avesta and in Pahlavi texts, and less
directly in the inscriptions of the Persian kings. While there is no independent criticism
of the native sources, the author's knowledge of the literature is extensive ; unfortunately
he has yielded to the temptation to display erudition at the expense of lucidity, and by
adopting an arrangement based merely on the dates of the authors cited he has been
compelled to repeat more than once the same arguments. But in the main his judgment
is sound, if not original, and the painstaking completeness of his arguments renders
them valuable even when they are unconvincing.
On the strength of the evidence of Xanthos the author accepts the view which places
Zoroaster's date not later than 1000 B.C., a date far more plausible than that contended
for by Jackson in his Zoroaster. But his attempt to prove that Zoroaster was not merely
born in Western Iran, but that his lifework was performed there and not in Baktria,
implies a faith in the testimony of Chares of Mytilene which the nature of his notice
entirely precludes ; the balance of evidence is clearly in favour of Baktria as the scene of
the reformer's efforts. On the other hand the rejection (pp. 43, 44) of Moulton's effort
to find a reminiscence of Zoroaster's childhood in Vergil's Fourth Eclogue is convincing.
The discussion of the fascinating question of the religion of Cyrus, Cambyses, and
Dareios (pp. 54-77) is careful and complete, and the conclusion that all three were
Zoroastrians is far from implausible ; of special interest is the argument (pp. 115-21) in
refutation of the common opinion that the mode of burial of the Achaemenidae is incon-
sistent with the prescriptions of the Avesta. Here, as throughout, the classical notices are
handled with care and discretion, while full use is made of Frazer's rich collections of
sacred rites, and his treatment of the Sakea is defended (pp. 125, 126), not very con-
vincingly, against Geffcken's criticisms.
War conditions doubtless explain some omissions inconsistent with the author's
general love for completeness. Thus on p. 40 Kennedy appears as the latest authority
for the date of Kanishka, ignoring Marshall's decisive arguments (J.R.A.S. 1914,
pp. 973-86 ; 1915, pp. 191-6, and elsewhere). No reference is made to Carnoy's Iranian
Mythology, and the refutation (pp. 205-23) of Moulton's theory of the aboriginal
character of the Magi would have been more interesting had it been possible for the
author to take account of the objections raised to the suggestion in J.R.A.S. 1915,
pp. 790-9. But the two criticisms are supplementary to each other, and the conclusion
is unavoidable that we cannot now hope to draw a line of distinction in point of race
between Zoroaster and the Magi, among whom Xanthos appears to have reckoned him.
The author doubts (p. 95) the correctness of Aeschylus's information when in the
Persai he represents Atossa as styled wife and mother of the god of the Persians, on the
ground that there is no other early evidence of deification of the Persian king. The
doubt seems needless, nor is there any special reason obvious for an invention of the idea
by Aeschylus, while Theopompos's narrative (p. 131) of the episode of the Argive
Nikostratos suggests that the belief in the divinity of the king was an early conception
which might easily have developed with the extraordinary success of the founders of the
